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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
 

The software will work by opening a separate Chrome Browser. Please do not close this browser 

whilst the software is working. The software will close the browser once it has finished working. 

 

BEST PRACTICES 
 

1. Use proxies with a recommended rotation of 5 minutes. 

2. Use at least a 5 second delay between each contact form submission. 

3. Use 2captcha remote captcha solving method if you want to maximise your success rate. 

4. When scraping contact form URLs, scrape no more than 50 urls per keyword and just use 

more keywords instead. The more URLs that you scrape per keyword, the less relevant the 

results will be. 

5. Use proxies when scraping for contact form URLs using the crawler. Set a delay of 5 seconds 

for every 50 URLs found. 

6. Test your proxies before running the software. 

7. Run your software on your permanent machine as your licence key will be tied to your 

computer. 
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INSTALLATION 
 

 

Once you have downloaded the software files, save them to a folder, extract the files using an 

extraction software. Click on the green ‘formfiller’ exe file to run the software. You will be prompted 

to enter your licence key. Your licence key will be e-mailed to you within 24 hours after your 

purchase. Once you have entered your licence key, the software will prompt you to accept our end 

user licence agreement. Once you have accepted it, the software will start running. You can pin your 

software to your bottom bar for easy access. 
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MAIN CONTACT FORM WINDOW 
 

 

This is the main poster screen. Inside the ‘contact form information’, enter the message you would 

like to send to Shopify websites using the contact form submitter. You can tell the software how 

many seconds it should wait between each contact form submissions inside the ‘Seconds to wait 

between each form submission’ field. It is recommended that you enter 5 seconds and above to 

prevent the Google captcha from being triggered. You can ‘use proxy setting from the ‘proxies’- tab’. 

It is strongly recommended that you use proxies in order to avoid Google capchas. You can ‘skip 

captchas’, ‘complete captchas manually’ or ‘use 2captcha’. 2captcha is a remote captcha solving 

service that will solve captchas automatically. You will need to register with 2captcha and get your 

API key. Inside the ‘contact form URLs’, you can add the Shopify contact form urls (if you have them). 

If you do not have them, you can scrape them for your keywords using the ‘Crawler’. 
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CRAWLER WINDOW 
 

 

The crawler will enable you to collect all Shopify contact form urls for your keywords. You can set 

the ‘number of URLs to scrape per keyword’ and ‘apply a delay of X seconds after X number of urls 

are scraped’. You can also use proxy settings from the proxies tab if you are scraping for many 

keywords. Remember that Bing can block you if you are scraping too many keywords from the same 

IP address. The delay and proxy settings will keep you in the clear and allow you to scrape for 

unlimited keywords. Inside the ‘Keywords’ field, enter your keywords (one per line) for contact form 

url scraping. Once you are all set, just hit the ‘start scraping’ button and the software will start 

working in a Chrome browser. Do not close this browser at any point. You will start seeing URLs 

appear in the URL box. We have added a very cool filter to ‘remove URLs not containing any of these 

words (one word per line)’. This filter will allow you to remove URLs not containing your keywords. 

For example, the crawler may pick up URLs that are product or collection pages and you may want to 

add a keyword ‘contact’ to ensure that every url is a contact page. You can also ‘remove duplicates’ 

which will remove duplicate urls that may cross-over during separate keyword searches. Once you 

have filtered your list, you can transfer it to poster by hitting the ‘transfer to poster’ button. You can 

also save your URLs to text file using ‘save to text file’ button if you intend to use your scraped URLs 

in the future.  
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PROXIES WINDOW 
 

 

We strongly recommend that you use private proxies in order to keep Google captchas at bay. If you 

post too many times from the same IP address, you will trigger Shopify filters which will prompt a 

Google Image verification captcha. You can, of course skip these captchas if you are not using 

proxies, but this will reduce your success rate. You can set ‘minutes between proxy rotation’ to 

change proxies every X number of minutes. To add your proxies, you can load them from a .txt file 

(one per line) or you can paste them directly into the proxy field using the specified format. You can 

also test your proxies to ensure that they are working. Please note that this will open separate 

browser windows to establish an internet connection for each proxy. The software will remove all 

non-working proxies. If you do not have a proxy supplier, you can buy private proxies from our 

website. 
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DO NOT POST TO THESE URLS WINDOW (BLACKLIST) 
 

 

If you wish to skip certain websites, you can add them here (one per line). The software will not post 

to these websites.  


